ABSTRACT Vehicular social networks, as one type of new future networks, integrate mobile wireless communications and social networks together, and they have attracted a plenty of interest from researchers. This paper argues that vehicular social networks joined with cloud and fog computing platforms can serve as recommenders and play a significant role in social lives. A new application for recommender systems that selects vehicles as recommenders is proposed to support marketers in improving marketing effectiveness. Then, we propose three algorithms to enhance the marketers' marketing effectiveness based on different evaluation standards. The first algorithm selects those vehicles that can obtain maximum benefits for the marketers, in which the vehicles are selected based on passing regions with more benefits. However, this selection method may lose some potential markets because of region limitations. The second algorithm selects those vehicles that can reach the maximum coverage ratio in the city and bring the marketers more marketing effectiveness in the future, although the current benefits are not the best. The third algorithm combines the two prior algorithms, finding a tradeoff between coverage and benefits. We finally evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm with real-world data to show the effectiveness and efficiency of the "On Selecting Vehicles as Recommenders for Vehicular Social Networks" scheme: for the scheme based on the benefit factor, the performance criteria of the benefit ratio can be improved by 21% over the existing selection methods; for the scheme based on the coverage factor, the performance criteria of the coverage ratio can be improved by 13% over the existing selection methods; and for the third selection algorithm based on the two factors, the performance criteria of the benefit ratio and the metric F i can be improved by 18.9% and 13.7%, respectively.
Vehicular social networks, as one type of new future networks, integrate mobile wireless communications and social networks together and have attracted wide interests of researchers [26] . This article argues that vehicular social networks joined with cloud and fog computing platforms can serve as recommenders to develop significant effectiveness. The various mobile vehicles in a city have become a platform to recommend things to potential users in modern social life. These new emerging requirements gave birth to vehicular recommender systems. Moreover, researchers have also intended to redesign the networking architectures in the vehicular recommender systems [14] , [26] . Vehicular recommender systems have been proven to play an important role in social networks by providing potential users with more personalized and intelligent information services, and they have been widely deployed in real-life social settings. Through recommendation, marketers can obtain more target customers and benefits. A large number of efforts have been applied to improve the benefit [27] . Therefore, to obtain maximum benefits, the question of how to establish an effective vehicular recommender model has attracted our attention.
Vehicular social networks (VSNs) are a type of newly emerging and effective social system. In VSNs, vehicular recommender systems can broaden the reach of information on goods. Undoubtedly, the impact of this new type of recommender technology on transportation range, benefit and efficiency is expected to be very important. In the existing research on vehicular recommender systems, some efforts have been made regarding the benefits of vehicular drivers [27] and regarding taxi business transportation patterns [28] . Little of the research is focused on the benefits for advertising marketers. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an efficient recommender scheme among marketers to reach maximum benefits. Our objective is to obtain not only the most benefits but also the highest coverage ratio. The coverage can represent the area that the vehicle covers in a city. The larger the coverage ratio is, the more opportunities for obtaining potential customer groups there will be. In vehicular recommender systems, to market their widgets, the advertising marketers choose vehicles as recommenders. There are two influence factors: coverage and benefit. In this manuscript, we suppose that the costs of vehicular recommenders are certain. On the basis of coverage and benefit separately, sets of vehicles are selected as recommenders in the vehicular social networks. In addition, based on the factors of coverage and benefit comprehensively, an algorithm is used to enable the marketers to achieve not only the maximum benefits but also the maximum coverage ratio. Finally, to verify the performance and effectiveness of the proposed methods, the result of the metric F i is used to measure the selection algorithm.
Compared with the existing schemes that randomly select vehicles as recommenders, marketers in our scheme can know the vehicle that should be selected as the basis of coverage or benefit. This can maximize the coverage ratio or the total benefits of the vehicular recommender set. Moreover, our scheme enables the marketers to select vehicles based on the two factors comprehensively. This is efficient not only in obtaining more benefits but also in maximizing the coverage ratio. We also discuss the performance for the set of vehicular recommenders without applying the selection scheme. Our evaluations demonstrate that our scheme can successfully improve the performance and effectiveness of the set of vehicular recommenders in VSNs.
Specifically, the main contributions of the SV-VSNs scheme include the following:
(1). In the existing selection scheme, the vehicles are randomly selected as recommenders, which results in the phenomenon that the marketers cannot achieve the ideal expectations. Thus, in this paper, by the datasets of geographical trajectories, we propose the scheme ''On Selecting Vehicles as Recommenders for Vehicular Social Networks'' (SV-VSNs scheme) to select recommenders in the VSNs. The SV-VSNs scheme is composed of three vehicular selection schemes. The first selection scheme is derived based on the coverage factor, and the second selection scheme is derived by the benefit factor. Considering these two factors comprehensively, the third vehicular selection scheme is proposed. The SV-VSNs scheme can break the weaknesses of existing vehicular selection schemes and improve the recommendation performance. (2) . The experimental studies demonstrate that, for the first proposed selection scheme of SV-VSNs, the coverage ratio of the vehicular recommender set can be improved by 13% over the current selection approach. For the second selection scheme, the benefit ratio can be improved by 21% compared with the existing selection approach. The performance for the third selection scheme demonstrates that the evaluation standard is improved by approximately 13.7%.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related works and models are described. In section 3, we explain the research motivation. The selection methods proposed in this paper are illustrated in section 4, and its experimental results are shown in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and presents future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Owing to the advancements in the number and diversity of Internet hosts and mobile applications, vehicular social networks (VSNs) [29] are attracting more and more attention from researchers. VSNs are a type of mobile communication system that considers the social relationship among drivers. They can provide a sufficient and regular platform for mobile users to participant in social crowd sensing. Day by day, one taxi in a city travels along almost the same roadways. While travelling on roads, by the vehicular trajectories, the vehicles can be recommenders in the vehicular society networks. The vehicular trajectories are recorded using the Global Positioning System (GPS). We believe that there is a substantial probability of potential users noticing the advertised goods and purchasing them. Therefore, for businesses, this manuscript proposes a selection scheme to maximize the benefits.
Traditional online social networks, such as Google [30] and Facebook [31] , are essentially types of virtual communities. They broaden the choices of online users. However, there exist limitations in locations. Recently, there is an increasing trend in mobile social networks (MSNs) [32] , which can ensure that people connect with their surroundings. For example, a framework of content-centric mobile social networks for 5G [33] illustrated an efficient design method for the upcoming 5G era on the basis of a contentcentric-based network architecture; methods of how to deliver mobile content over software-defined mobile social networks (SDMSNs) [34] were proposed to improve the efficiency in content delivery; and an overall design of conventional and future mobile social networks [35] is proposed to review existing applications and design future architectures.
Recently, as vehicles have become the format of mobile communication equipment and users, vehicular social networks have attracted increasing attention and become more popular in the past several years, including traditional Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-toInfrastructure (V2I) communication protocols. In VSNs, each driver can share data and information with other neighbors. Various types of applications and equipment have arisen to make use of vehicular social networks, such as safety improvements [36] , traffic management [37] , urban sensing [38] , benefits [27] and multimedia sharing [39] . All the existing applications in VSNs are based on the links among drivers or the vehicles.
As a special case of mobile social networks, the vehicular social networks are an emerging type of MSN for transportation applications. A large number of methods are proposed to describe methods of vehicular social networks in different settings [40] . The VSNs combine people, vehicles and things together to provide a reliable and manageable communication system, and they satisfy the safety and entertainment demands of people. In addition, the social characteristics are discussed in [41] , and some manuscripts have illustrated the applications of vehicular social networks.
Our work is distinct from all existing works illustrated above. By the methods in this paper, we select vehicles as recommenders for maximum benefits in the vehicular recommender system. We believe that our work will improve the utilization efficiency of vehicles and expand the recommendation regions. Moreover, it can inspire the existing vehicular applications to leverage the social communication in vehicular networks and form VSNs.
III. THE SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT A. THE SYSTEM MODEL
In the SV-VSNs scheme, there exist three models to select vehicles as recommenders. In a vehicular recommender system, there exist two main influence factors: coverage and benefit. The coverage factor represents the width the vehicular recommender set covers, and the benefit factor represents the vehicular set obtained by recommending. This paper is composed of three parts: (1) the selection model based on the coverage factor; (2) the selection model based on the benefit factor; and (3) the selection model considering the two factors comprehensively. Considering that the costs supported by marketers to advertise are certain every day in the experiments. Figure 1 below depicts the scenario that the potential users receive information of goods according to the vehicular recommenders.
(1). In the first vehicular selection model, the set of vehicular recommenders is selected based on the coverage factor. Considering that the costs supported by marketers are predetermined, to calculate the coverage ratio, a set of points is selected as geographical indication set L to represent the city. By the number of geographical indications of vehicular recommender set V S , the coverage ratio of the set of vehicular recommenders can be obtained. In the first selection model, the set of vehicular recommenders is selected to maximize the coverage ratio, which indicates that it can broaden the popularity of goods by recommending.
(2). In the second vehicular selection model, the selection of the set of vehicular recommenders is based on the benefit factor. To calculate the benefit of each vehicle in the trajectory dataset, we define the calculation methods for benefits. According to the calculation methods, by recommending, the benefits of each vehicle can be derived. Then, those vehicles with the top values of benefits are selected as recommenders in the vehicular social networks. In the second selection model, the set of vehicular recommenders can maximize the value of benefits, which means that in the initial stage of recommending the marketers can obtain the most benefits by the selected vehicular recommender set.
(3). In the third selection model, considering the factors of coverage and benefit comprehensively, a set of vehicles is selected as recommenders in vehicular social networks. The selection methods are defined in the following sections. For the set of vehicular recommenders with the third selection model, the coverage ratio is improved over the existing selection model, and the benefits are markedly improved over the VOLUME 5, 2017 existing selection model. Generally, the evaluation standard of the metric F i is improved similarly.
In addition, in the third selection model, we also compare the performance of the vehicular recommender set under different value of the influence factor µ, which indicates that the selection model is feasible in most cases.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
Simply speaking, the biggest issue with the SV-VSNs scheme is how to make it effective and efficient for vehicular social networks. Considering that the daily costs of marketers are pre-determined. The evaluation standards of effectiveness and effectiveness are distinct from marketer to marketer. In the current vehicular selection model, the set of vehicular recommenders V s is randomly chosen; therefore, it cannot satisfy the requirements and expectations of all the marketers simultaneously. Thus, to satisfy the different demands of various marketers, we convert the problem of making an optional and flexible vehicular selection scheme in this paper. For different requirements of marketers, the SV-VSNs scheme can select different vehicles as a set of recommenders V s in vehicular social networks.
1) MAXIMIZE THE COVERAGE RATIO C i
In some cases, the marketers may prefer to publicize certain items. Therefore, for the set of vehicular recommenders, they are expected to travel as wide as possible in the city, which maximizes the value of the coverage ratio. In the existing selection scheme, the selection results may not satisfy this qualification. Therefore, this paper proposes a vehicular selection scheme based on the coverage factor to maximize the coverage ratio of the vehicular recommender set. By the datasets of trajectories, several points are selected to form the geographical indication set L.
For a given set of vehicular recommenders i, the number of geographical indications is N i , and the total number of geographical indications in set L is Q. We can define the coverage ratio C i as
Similarly, if the goods have been on the market for a time and have popularity to some degree and the user groups are changeless to a certain extent, the marketers would like to obtain more benefits to recommend the goods. Under the current vehicular selection scheme, the set of vehicular recommenders is randomly selected without considering those demands. Thus, in the SV-VSNs scheme, another vehicular selection scheme is proposed based on the benefit factor in this paper. Those vehicles with the top values for benefits are chosen as recommenders in the vehicular social networks.
The experimental results indicate that this maximizes the value of benefits by recommending. For a given set of vehicular recommenders i, the benefit of it is ℵ i , and L is a constant system number that can guarantee that the value of U i is in the interval [0, 1]. The benefit ratio U i can be defined as
In addition, some marketers desire not only the coverage ratio but also the benefits. Markedly, the existing selection scheme cannot reach these demands because of its characteristic of randomicity. Therefore, a vehicular selection scheme is proposed based on the coverage factor and the benefit factor to select vehicles as recommenders. After comparison, the experimental results show that it improves both the coverage ratio and benefit ratio. For a certain set of vehicular recommenders i, the benefit ratio of it is U i , and the coverage ratio of it is C i . The comprehensive optimization metric F i can be defined as
IV. THE RESEARCH MOTIVATION
Based on the selection of vehicular recommenders in a city, this paper targets a new application of recommender systems to obtain maximum benefits in future networks. In modern society, there exist many vehicles as recommenders. According to the daily trajectory, they advertise goods to potential users in a city. If the potential users purchase those recommender goods, the marketers have obtained benefits by advertising. Therefore, to recommend goods to users more accurately and obtain more benefits, under the condition of certain daily costs, it is necessary for marketers to decide the vehicles that should be selected as recommenders to advertise. In the existing vehicular recommender systems, the vehicular recommenders are randomly selected to advertise. Therefore, on the one hand, if the set of vehicular recommenders is randomly selected, then by advertising, their benefits usually cannot reach the maximum. On the other hand, those vehicular recommenders may not cover the entire city. To solve the issues illustrated above, in this paper, we propose a method named ''On Selecting Vehicular as Recommenders for Maximizing Benefit in Vehicular Social Networks'' (SV-VSNs scheme). The main three optimization targets in this paper are shown as follows.
1. To obtain the maximum coverage ratio in a city, several vehicles are selected as recommenders based on the coverage factor, which is shown in Figure 2 (a) below. Then, the coverage ratio of this set is compared with that of randomly selected vehicles as recommenders. According to the comparison, the selected vehicular recommenders cover more regions than the random vehicular recommenders, which means that the coverage ratio has been improved. However, at first, the benefits of the selected vehicular recommenders may decrease, but the benefits may increase in the future because of the width region of the customer group.
2. To obtain the maximum benefits by advertising in a city, several vehicles are selected as recommenders based on the benefit factor, which is shown in Figure 2 (b) below. Then, the coverage ratio and benefits of these vehicles are compared with those of the randomly selected vehicles as recommenders. According to the comparison, the selected vehicular recommenders can obtain more benefits than the random vehicular recommenders. However, the coverage ratio of the selected vehicular recommenders decreases, which means that the vehicular recommenders can only advertise goods in a limited region. Therefore, at first, the vehicular recommender set can reach maximum benefits, but it may not obtain new benefits in the future because of the limitation of the region.
3. To obtain a set of vehicular recommenders with a higher coverage ratio and benefits, the two influence factors illustrated above are considered comprehensively in the selection scheme. Based on the factors of coverage and benefit, the selected vehicular recommenders can cover most regions of a city, which is shown in Figure 3 below. Meanwhile, they can obtain more benefits than those that do not utilize the selection methods.
The main challenge of our scheme is how to make it effective and efficient for the vehicular recommender systems. Therefore, both the coverage factor and the benefit factor are taken into consideration. The SV-VSNs scheme handles this problem by combining the two factors together and forming a vehicular recommender model.
The main notations used in our experiments are shown in the Table 1 .
V. VEHICULAR SELECTION ALGORITHM
Several important factors should be taken into consideration when forming the calculation method of benefits in vehicular recommender systems, such as the route density. The route density is different everywhere in a city. If the route is denser, then the vehicular recommenders may advertise more to the potential citizens, which means there is a higher probability for potential citizens to notice those goods and purchase them, and the benefits by recommending will markedly be greater. If the route is sparse, then some vehicular recommenders may not pass through the region, and the potential users may be fewer; meanwhile, the benefits may be less. Therefore, the benefits of each vehicular recommender are related to the route density.
According to reality, based on the value of the longitude and the value of the latitude, a city can be divided into several density distribution classes, defined as
In each class of density distribution, the benefits of vehicular recommenders are different from others. In a vehicular trajectory, if the recommender travels in the denser distribution class, then based on the illustration above, it can obtain more benefits than travelling in the sparse density distribution class.
Actually, under most situations, the vehicular recommenders will not travel through only one density distribution class, via observation. Therefore, for each vehicular recommender, according to the proportion ratio of each density distribution class, the benefits of it should be redefined. In our paper, we define the benefits of a vehicular recommender as related to the proportion ratio of time spent in different density distribution classes, which has been defined before. Because the GPS devices equipped in vehicles sample geographical data every one second or five seconds, then we can calculate the amount of vehicular geographical data instead of the time (the time and vehicular geographical data are almost one to one). The calculation method of benefits for vehicular recommender i is shown in equation (1):
Where C i represents the total daily benefits of vehicular recommender i, time a indicates the travelling time in the density distribution class C a , Time i represents the total daily trajectory time of vehicular recommender i, and C a is a density distribution class. The symbol count a represents the amount of vehicular geographical data when travelling in the density distribution class C a , and Count i expresses the total amount of vehicular geographical data of recommender i.
In the experiments, we divide the city into three density distribution classes, which means the value of n is 3 and
In this paper, the density distribution classes of a city are shown in Figure 4 .
Based on the calculation methods illustrated above, the total benefits of the selected vehicular recommenders can be obtained. The pseudo-code of the calculation algorithm for vector1 ++ //record it in vertor1 5:
else if the waypoint is in the less prosperous area 6: vector2 ++ //record it in vertor2 7:
else //the waypoint is in the suburb area 8:
vector3 ++ //record it in vertor3 9: end 10:
for(a=1;a<=3;a++) 11:
· C a // calculate the total benefits of vehicular recommender i 12:
benefits += C i //compute the total benefits of set of vehicular recommenders 14: end
A. SEARCH VEHICULAR RECOMMENDERS BASED ON THE COVERAGE FACTOR 1) OBTAINING THE TRAJECTORY MAP
According to the vehicular geographical datasets, the trajectory route of each vehicular recommender can be obtained to form the total trajectory map.
However, because the Global Positioning System (GPS) service of some areas is weak and some unexpected phenomena appear, there is a high probability of creating some invalid geographic points in the vehicular geographical datasets, resulting in an inaccurate routing map. The main feature of invalid geographic points is that they deviate from the geographical position of the last geographic point in a very short time interval, which is impossible. To guarantee the precision of the experimental environment, those invalid points need to be filtered out. Therefore, given a waypoint of vehicle i, if it is invalid (found by computing the distance between the last waypoint and the present waypoint) or the interval is larger than the maximum distance limit, we can filter it out.
2) THE CALCULATION METHOD OF SEARCHING FOR VEHICULAR RECOMMENDERS BASED ON THE COVERAGE FACTOR
According to the vehicular geographical datasets of all the vehicular recommenders, the total map can be obtained. The variation range for the density distribution of each waypoint is defined from 1 to 0, which means that, if the value of a waypoint density distribution reaches up to 1, the vehicles will all pass though this point; otherwise, if the value is 0, it means that no vehicles will pass though the point. To obtain the maximum coverage ratio of a city, it is necessary to search for the vehicles that can most cover the vehicular geographical datasets. According to the total map, let the density threshold of a waypoint be k, and select those density values that are higher than the threshold k to form the set of geographical indications. The set of selected geographical indications can be defined as
The elements of L can be seen as several nodes with different coordinates in coordinate axes.
To select a vehicular recommender based on the set of geographical indications, we define the threshold number of geographical indications to be P. If a vehicle covers more geographical indications than P, then it is recorded.
According to the set of geographical indications selected above, based on the coverage factor, the vehicular recommenders can be obtained. The selected vehicular recommenders should travel through all the geographical indications. Those selected recommenders can be defined as
Below is the pseudo-code of selection for vehicular recommenders:
After obtaining the set of geographical indications, the calculation methods for the coverage ratio of the vehicular recommender set can be derived.
where coverage (V S ) represents in the set of geographical indications the coverage number of indications for the vehicular recommender set V S , varying within the range between 0 and count(L). L is the set of selected geographical indications, which has been defined before. count(L) represents the length of set L. After selection, the vehicular recommenders can be determined to form into advertising trajectories in a city. end Those selected recommenders can obtain the maximum coverage ratio. According to the calculation methods of benefits illustrated above, the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set can be derived. The vehicular recommenders can cover the set of selected geographical indications, which means they travel through most regions of a city. However, because the benefits are different in different density distribution classes, the total benefits of the selected vehicular recommenders may not reach the maximum.
In the following section, based on the benefit factor, we search for the set of vehicular recommenders V S .
B. SEARCH VEHICULAR RECOMMENDERS BASED ON THE BENEFIT FACTOR
According to vehicular geographical datasets of vehicles in a city, separated by density distribution classes C i , we can obtain the benefits of each vehicle.
Based on the benefit factor only, several vehicles with top benefits are selected to form the set of vehicular recommenders. Those recommenders will markedly reach the maximum benefits. However, without considering the coverage factor, the vehicular recommenders based on the benefit factor may not cover all the geographical indications selected before. Those trajectories of recommenders may mainly be distributed in the urban region of a city. Therefore, we need to take the coverage ratio factor and the benefit factor into consideration comprehensively. Based on the vehicular geographical datasets of vehicles, we comprehensively consider the coverage ratio factor and the benefit factor and combine them together to establish the vehicular social networks; the combination method is shown by the following equation (2) .
where g i represents the selection degree of vehicle i to be a recommender, and A i represents the coverage ratio of vehicle i and is calculated by equation (3) . P i represents the benefits of vehicle i. The calculation method of P i is shown by equation (4). In addition, µ is the influence factor of the coverage ratio.
where p i is the coverage number of geographical indications for vehicle i, L is the set of selected geographical indications, which has been defined before. count(L) indicates the number of geographical indications in set L.
where C i represents the daily benefits of vehicle i by advertising and B is a system constant that can guarantee that the value of P i is in the interval [0, 1]. According to the calculation methods illustrated above, under different value of the influence factor µ, we select the vehicles with top values of g i as recommenders and then form the recommender set V S in the vehicular social networks.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To prove the effectiveness of the SV-VSNS scheme, in the experiments, we use the dataset of T-Drive trajectories, which is provided by MSRA [42] . The dataset of T-Drive trajectories contains the GPS trajectories of approximately 10357 taxis during the period between Feb. 2 and Feb. 8, 2008 in Beijing. The number of GPS points in the trajectory dataset is approximately 15 million, and the total trajectory distance of the dataset reaches up to 9 million kilometers. Figure 5 illustrates the trajectory dataset visually, with different colors in the graph representing different distribution density distribution degrees of GPS points.
To verify the performance of the SV-VSNS scheme in vehicular social networks, we measure F j of the recommender results for evaluation. Under different value of µ, the set of vehicular recommenders V S is different. F j can evaluate the performance of the vehicular recommender system comprehensively based on the coverage factor and the benefit factor. The calculation method of F j is derived as follows.
Under a certain value of the influence factor µ, B j represents the coverage ratio of the vehicular recommender set V S , defined in equation (2), and D j represent the benefit ratio of the vehicular recommender set V S . The calculation equation of D j is derived in equation (7).
According to equation (2), the coverage ratio of the vehicular recommender set V S can be obtained.
where M is a system constant that can guarantee that the value of D j is in the interval [0, 1], C i represents the benefits of vehicular recommender i, and count(V S ) represents the number of vehicles in the vehicular recommender set V S . According to equation (7), the benefit ratio of the selected vehicular recommender set V S can be obtained.
In equation (5), the metric F i combines the metrics B i and D i together, so it can evaluate the effectiveness of the vehicular recommender system in vehicular social networks comprehensively.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) SELECTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS
Using the historical geographical datasets, the total map can be derived. After obtaining the trajectory map of Beijing city, which is shown in Figure 4 , different colors reflect different density distributions of the GPS points. According to the density distribution value of each waypoint in Beijing, in the experiment, we choose the threshold value of density degree k as 0.6. If the value of k is greater than 0.6, then most of the geographical indications selected are concentrated in the center of Beijing city, which causes the coverage area to not be wide enough. If the value of the threshold k is lower than 0.6, then several geographical indications chosen are distributed in the area of the suburbs, which does not correspond with reality. Then, with the value of the density threshold k as 0.6, several geographical points in the trajectory dataset were randomly chosen to be geographical indications of the city routes and represent Beijing city. In the experiments, we randomly selected 35 geographical points as the set of geographical indications L. The distribution graph of the selected geographical indications is shown in Figure 6 .
In Figure 6 , we can see the distribution of 35 geographical indications. The selected geographical indications are randomly distributed in the trajectory map.
2) THE PERFORMANCE BASED ON THE COVERAGE FACTOR
According to the selection methods above, based on the set of selected geographical indications and the coverage ratio factor only, eleven vehicles are selected as recommenders in the vehicular recommender system. The selected recommenders can travel through all the geographical indications, and the trajectory graph of those selected vehicular recommenders is shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , the coverage ratio of the set of selected vehicular recommenders reaches 100%, which means the set covers most of the area in Beijing.
Based on the coverage ratio factor only, to evaluate the performance of the recommender system, eleven taxis are randomly chosen without using the selection algorithm in experiments. Figure 8 shows the trajectory graph of the eleven random vehicular recommenders.
In Figure 8 , the set of random vehicles covers 30 geographical indications, and therefore, the coverage rate is approximately 85.71%, as calculated by equation (2), which is lower than that of the selected recommenders set by approximately 14.3%.
To further evaluate the performance of vehicular recommenders based on the coverage factor, we randomly select another set of vehicles as recommenders, shown in Figure 8 . In Figure 9 , the set of random vehicular recommenders covers approximately 31 geographical indications, by equation (2), and the coverage ratio reaches approximately 88.57%, which is decreased by 11.43% compared to that of the selected vehicular recommenders.
Via experiments, the mean coverage ratio of random vehicles is 87.1%. Therefore, after selection, the coverage ratio of VOLUME 5, 2017 the vehicular recommender set can be improved by approximately 12.9%.
Then, we compare the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set and the random vehicle set.
In the experiment, based on the realistic situation, the definition of C i is as shown below.
The latitude of C 1 ranges from 39.85 to 40, the longitude ranges from 116.25 to 116.45, and the daily benefit of C 1 is 150. The latitude of C 2 is divided from 39.8 to 39.85 and 40 to 40.05, and the longitude is from 116.45 to 116.5 and 116.2 to 116.25. The daily benefit of C 2 is 100. If the latitudes and longitudes of points are not in the geographical interval above, the region they belong to is defined as C 3 , and the benefit of C 3 is 70.
Under different density distribution classes, the value of benefits is different. By equation (1), the total benefits of a vehicular recommender can be obtained. In both the selected vehicular recommender set and the random vehicle set, vehicles are sorted by total benefits, ranging from high to low. Comparisons of benefits are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 .
In Figure 10 , after sorting by benefits, the benefits of vehicular recommenders in the selected vehicular set are compared with those in the first random vehicular set. Generally, the benefits of vehicular recommenders in the random vehicular set are greater than those in the selected vehicular set. This is because, according to the definition of the density distribution class C i , the daily benefit in each class C i is different. To cover the set of selected geographical indications L, there are more trajectories of recommenders in the selected vehicular set traveling through suburb regions, defined as C 3 , which causes the total benefits of each selected vehicular recommender to not be as high as those of the random vehicle. Then, we compare the benefits of vehicular recommenders in the selected vehicular set with those in the second random vehicle set, shown in Figure 10 . In Figure 11 , the tendency of the comparison of benefits is similar to that in Figure 10 .
Then, based on the density distribution class C i , we compare the benefits of the selected vehicular set and random vehicular set under different density classes C i . The comparisons of benefits are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 .
In Figure 12 , the selected vehicular recommender set can obtain more benefits in the density distribution classes C 3 and C 2 . The first random vehicular set can obtain more benefits in the density distribution class C 1 . Generally, the total benefits of the first random vehicular set are more than those of the selected vehicular recommender set.
To obtain the maximum coverage ratio, the selected vehicular recommender set has to travel through the set of geographical indications and some indications distributed in the classes C 3 and C 2 . Therefore, for the selected vehicular recommender set, there are more trajectories distributed in classes C 3 and C 2 , and the definitions of benefits in those two classes are fewer. Although the definition of daily benefits for classes C 3 and C 2 are less, the selected vehicular recommender set spent more time in the two classes and thus can obtain more benefits in classes C 3 and C 2 than the random vehicle set, according to equation (1) .
In Figure 13 , the selected vehicular recommender set obtains more benefits in classes C 3 and C 2 , and the second random vehicle set can obtain more benefits in class C 1 . Generally, based on the coverage ratio factor only, the total benefits of the second random vehicle set are more than those of the selected vehicular recommender set. The tendency shown in Figure 13 is identical to that in Figure 12 .
To summarize, in the experiments, based on the calculation methods above, if we only consider the coverage factor, the coverage ratio of the vehicular recommender set can be improved, and the set of selected vehicular recommenders can reach the maximum coverage ratio. However, the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are decreased. In the following section, we detailed experiments based on the benefit factor only.
In addition, if the benefits are calculated by coverage ratio instead of calculating equation (1) illustrated above, the benefits are proportional to the coverage ratio. Then, based on the coverage factor, because the coverage ratio of the selected vehicular recommender set is greater than that of the random vehicular recommender set, the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are therefore markedly greater than those of the random vehicular recommender set. 
3) THE PERFORMANCE BASED ON THE BENEFIT FACTOR
Based on the benefit factor, according to the selection methods, we select eleven vehicles with top benefits as recommenders. The trajectories of the selected vehicular recommender set are shown in Figure 14 .
In Figure 14 , obviously, most trajectories of the selected vehicular recommenders are distributed in the center of Beijing. Based on the benefit factor, the selected vehicular recommender set can cover 28 geographical indications in the experiment. According to the calculation methods, the coverage ratio of the selected vehicular set is 80%, and the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set can reach the maximum.
Most trajectories of the selected vehicular recommender set are distributed in density class C 1 . In the set of selected geographical indications L, several geographical indications are distributed in classes C 2 and C 3 , and the selected vehicular recommender set cannot cover all of them. Therefore, the coverage ratio of the selected vehicular recommender set cannot reach the maximum.
To verify the performance of the selected vehicular recommender set, we randomly choose a set of eleven vehicles as reference, defined as V r 1 . The map of trajectories is shown in Figure 8 .
Under different density distribution classes, the benefits for the selected vehicular recommender set are compared with those of the random vehicular set V r 1 in Figure 15 .
In Figure 15 , by referring to the density distribution class C i , the benefits of V r 1 are greater than those of the selected vehicular recommender set in classes C 2 and C 3 . In class C 1 , the selected vehicular recommender set can obtain more benefits than the random vehicular set. Generally, based on the benefit factor, the selected vehicular recommender set can obtain more benefits than the random vehicular set V r 1 . The benefit ratio for the proposed selection scheme has been improved by approximately 22.19% over the current selection scheme.
Based on the benefit factor, the trajectories of the selected vehicular recommender set are mostly distributed in the density class C 1 , and the definition of benefits in class C 1 is 150. In classes C 2 and C 3 , the distribution trajectories of the selected vehicular recommender set are fewer, and the definitions of benefits in classes C 2 and C 3 are lower. Therefore, according to the calculation method of benefits, the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set can reach the highest value. In V r 1 , the trajectories of vehicles are randomly distributed in Beijing, and the total benefits are markedly lower.
To further evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the selected vehicular recommender set, we randomly choose another set of vehicles for experiments, defined as V r 2 . The map of trajectories is shown in Figure 8 above.
Under the different density distribution classes C i , the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are compared with those of the random vehicle set V r 2 . The comparisons are shown in Figure 16 .
In Figure 16 , the selected vehicular recommender set can obtain more benefits in class C 1 , and the random vehicle set V r 2 can obtain more benefits in classes C 2 and C 3 . Generally, the total benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are greater than those of the random vehicle set V r 2 . The tendency of benefits in Figure 16 is identical to that in Figure 15 . Comparing the benefits of V r 2 with those of the selected set, the benefit ratio for the selected vehicular set is improved by approximately 19.7% over the existing selection scheme.
To closely compare the benefits, after sorting by total benefits from higher to lower, the recommenders in the selected vehicular set are compared with those in the random vehicle set V r 1 , as shown in Figure 17 . In Figure 17 , it can be seen that the benefits of each recommender in the selected vehicular set are greater than those in the random vehicle set.
The comparison of benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set and the random vehicular set V r 2 is shown in Figure 18 .
In Figure 18 , generally, based on the calculation method for benefits, the benefits of most recommenders in the selected vehicular set are more than those in the random vehicular set V r 2 .
In addition, based on the benefit factor only, the selected vehicular recommender set can obtain the maximum benefits, but the coverage ratio decreases. If the marketers need to obtain the maximum benefits, then the selected vehicular recommender set can satisfy the demand. If the goods need publication, then the performance of the selected vehicular recommender set cannot reach the maximum. In the next section, we take the two influence factors coverage and benefit into consideration comprehensively.
4) THE COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE SV-VSNS SCHEME
In the SV-VSNs scheme, based on the coverage factor and the benefit factor, according to equation (3) defined above, the selection ratio g i of each vehicle can be obtained. Then, the vehicles are sorted by the value of g i from large to small, and we select the eleven vehicles with top values of g i as recommenders in the vehicular recommender society, under which the value of the influence factor µ is certain. If the value of the influence factor µ is different, then, the value of g i for each vehicle is different, and the set of selected vehicular recommenders is different. We adopt different values of the influence factor µ for the coverage ratio, benefit ratio and F i .
The calculation method for the coverage ratio is illustrated in equation (2) , and the calculation method for benefits is shown in equation (7) . To evaluate the performance and effectiveness of the SV-VSNs scheme, the metric F i is defined as a standard to measure comprehensively, and the calculation method for F i is illustrated in equation (6) . In Figure 19 , it can be seen that, with the growth of the value of the influence factor µ, the proportion of coverage factor increases, therefore, the proportion of benefit ratio decreases. Thus, the value of the benefit ratio decreases, and the value of the coverage ratio increases. By evaluating the performance comprehensively, generally, the value of F i increases when the value of µ < 0.7. When the value of µ > 0.7, the value of F i decreases. Generally, when µ = 0.7, F i can reach the maximum value, and the performance of the SV-VSNs scheme is best.
When the value of the influence factor is 0.7, the value of the coverage ratio is 94.29%, and the value of the benefit ratio is 97.92%. The value of the metric F i is 96.1%. This is because, as the value of the influence factor µ increases, the coverage factor has a larger proportion in equation (3), and the benefit ratio factor has a smaller proportion. Thus, in the value of the selection ratio g i for each vehicle, the coverage factor has a greater proportion, and those vehicles with top values of g i are selected as recommenders. Therefore, for the selected set of vehicular recommenders, the tendency of the coverage ratio increases, and the tendency of the benefit ratio decreases. Then, under different value of the influence factor µ, we closely compare the value of F i in the selected vehicular recommender set with that in the random vehicular set, as shown in Figure 20 .
In Figure 20 , it can be seen that, under different value of the influence factor µ, though the value of F i for the selected vehicular recommender set decreases when the value of µ> 0.7, it is still greater than that in the random vehicular set in general. Figure 20 demonstrates that with the SV-VSNs scheme the performances of the selected vehicular recommender set are better than those of the random vehicular set.
Then, we randomly choose several values of the influence factor µ and draw the trajectory maps, as shown in Figure 21 , 22, 23 and 24. Figure 21 shows the trajectory map of the selected vehicular recommender set when the value of µ is 0.3. Figure 22 shows the trajectory map of the selected vehicular recommender set when the value of µ is 0.5. Figure 23 shows the trajectory map of the selected vehicular recommender set when the value of µ is 0.6. Figure 24 shows the trajectory map of the selected vehicular recommender set when the value of µ is 0.7. From Figure 21 to Figure 24 , obviously, the trajectory distributions are growing wider.
When the value of the influence factor µ is 0.7, the performances of the selected vehicular recommender set are best, and the trajectory map is shown in Figure 24 . In Figure 24 , the trajectories of the selected vehicular recommender set can cover 33 geographical indications, and the value of the coverage ratio is 94.3%. The coverage ratio of the random vehicular set V r 1 is 85.7%. When the value of the influence factor µ is 0.7, after sorting by benefits from higher to lower, the benefits of each vehicle in the selected vehicular recommender set are compared with those in the random vehicular set V r 1 , as shown in Figure 25 .
In Figure 25 , obviously, the benefits of each vehicle in the selected vehicular recommender set are greater than those in the random vehicular set V r 1 .
To further evaluate the performance of the SV-VSNS scheme, we closely compare the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set with those of the random vehicular set V r 2 , as shown in Figure 26 .
In Figure 26 , generally, the benefits of each vehicle in the selected vehicular recommender set are greater than those in the random vehicular set V r 2 . By the SV-VSNs scheme, the performance of benefits has improved.
Under different density distribution classes C i , the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are compared with those of the random vehicular set V r 1 , as shown in Figure 27 . It can be seen that, in the density distribution class C 1 , the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are much greater than those in the random vehicular set V r 1 . In classes C 2 and C 3 , the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are less than those in the random vehicular set. Generally, the selected vehicular recommender set can obtain more benefits than the random vehicular set. The benefit ratio of the random vehicular set is 77.8%, and the benefit ratio of the selected vehicular recommender set is 97.92%. The percentages of the benefit ratio are improved by 20.12%.
To further verify the effectiveness of the SV-VSNs scheme, the benefits of the selected vehicular recommender set are compared with those of the random vehicular set V r 2 , as shown in Figure 28 .
In Figure 28 , the tendency of the benefit comparisons is identical to that in Figure 27 . The benefit ratio of the random vehicular set V r 2 is 80.3%. Therefore, the percentage of the benefit ratio has been improved by 17.62%.
Generally, by the selection of the SV-VSNs scheme, the benefit ratio is improved by approximately 19.31%. The value of the metric F i is improved by approximately 13.7%.
In the practical issue of SV-VSNs scheme, if the network is dynamically changing over time, which means the region that vehicles travel is unpredictable in the city. Then, according to the historical trajectory datasets, the vehicles are divided by priority levels, which are defined in advance. Those vehicles with high priority level can be selected as recommenders in the vehicular social networks. In the future work, we will focus on the optimization of SV-VSNs scheme in practice.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an approach for selecting vehicles as recommenders based on the coverage factor and the benefit factor by observing the datasets of geographical trajectories in vehicular social networks. The selection schemes differ from each other by attempting to satisfy the different requirements of the different objectives of marketers. The experimental results demonstrated that this approach can overcome the weaknesses of the existing vehicular selection scheme and achieve a better performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first step towards selecting vehicles as recommenders that recommend goods on the vehicle bodies in vehicular social networks. The proposed selection scheme, i.e., the SV-VSNs scheme was implemented on real city routes, and the performance and effectiveness have fulfilled our initial expectations. This selection scheme can improve practical benefits and coverage ratio and satisfy the demands of different marketers. Future work will include improving the benefits of vehicular recommenders, considering the factor of potential users in the vehicular social networks. VOLUME 5, 2017 TING LI is currently pursuing the degree with the School of Information Science and Engineering, Central South University, China. Her research interests include sevices-based network, crowd sensing networks, and wireless sensor networks. 
